
! STANLEY  The shinning fade comes alive in an iconic pattern from the infamous Estes Park hotel’s carpet pattern
" BIRCH  A combination of brushing, bead blast, etching and anodizing that all add up to a strikingly subtle design 
# SKYLINE  Inspired by our local mountains, their silhouettes and clear skies
$ PANELS  A classic bicycle aesthetic reimagined in a way that’s uniquely Moots
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Moots Cycles
ADD COPY: 
Our finishes have evolved our finish offerings while staying true to our Moots identity.  The new offerings   



FINISH OPTIONS ANODIZED LOGOS
5 COLORS TO CHOOSE FROM

Moots in-house anodized finishes. This finish option anodizes our standard Moots logos in 
the same locations of our decals. Customize the look of your Moots in five different colors: 

ROOT BEER BROWN, GRAPE, ROCKY MOUNTAIN GOLD, ROSE AND FROST BLUE.

UPDATED MOOTS GRAVEL L INE  

We have been refining our gravel bike line for years, testing on the dirt and gravel roads 
of Routt county as well as races across the country. This has lead us to offer a line that 
we believe delivers the pinnacle of ride quality and technology for all things gravel.

ROUTT RSL Gravel race & ride machine, 40mm max tire clearance
ROUTT All around gravel bike, 38mm max tire clearance
ROUTT 45 Long haul big tire gravel adventure,45mm max tire clearance

NEW CARBON COMPATIBLE SEATPOST

The solution for customers looking to run saddles with oversized carbon rails is now 
available. Utilizing the clamping components from Enve along with our titanium post 
we give you the Moots carbon compatible seatpost. The seatpost head is purposed 
machined in house to mate perfectly with the Enve internals which will hold your 
carbon rails tightly.

UPDATED VAMOOTS DR
ALLROAD PERFORMANCE

All day comfort geometry in a road bike that can handle up to a 30mm tire. 
Rough roads and smoother dirt roads are no match for the Vamoots DR. 
Add in the positive feel of disc brakes and this modern day road bike will 
handle most everything on your list.

UPDATED INTERNAL REAR BRAKE ROUTING
NEW OPT ION AVAI LABLE

 • Integrated design for clean aesthetics
 • In-house made CNC weld-ins
 • Lifetime warranty
 • Developed specifically for road, gravel and cyclocross bikes
 • Developed to meet Moots standards and strengths 

ROAD MOUNTAIN CROSS |  HANDCRAFTED TITANIUM BIKES SINCE 1981 |  STEAMBOAT SPRINGS,  CO USA


